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The problem of defining and measuring internal drag or thrust of a duoted 

body is discussed, and convenient methods of measurement are proposed. The 
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mprovlng this accuracy by means of duct design is illustrated. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

One of the problems arising in wind tunnel tests on mcde13~of specific 
airorzft or missiles is the treatment of the flow through and around #a propul- 

sion units. In general, it is necessary to represent correctly both the internal 

flow' ahead of the inlot (pre-entry flow) and the &m-ml flow do~mstresm of the 

exit (post-exit flow) in order to determine both ths exte).-kLflow effect3 and 

dL30 the momentum change of the air accepted by the duct. The flow ahead of the 

intake Can usually be represented on the model in the wind tunnel, although any 

difference between full scale and model scale Rctynolds nuder can introduce a 

choice between an aoouratc scale model of the intake, and a modified form with 

the boundary layer removal dsvices (e.g. diverters) resized such that the correct 
relationship v;ith the local boundary layer thickness is reproduced. Representa- 

tion cf the post-exit,flow OM be a,partioularly difficult problem, since a hot, 

high pressure jet must be simulated; but fortunately in many oases the location 

cf the exit is such that this flow can have little influence on the forces 

aoting On the external surfaces of tie model and generally no attempt i3 made at 

accurate simulation. 

This Report considers the probiom of measuring the forces on a ducted model 

(and in particular the internal dreg) when the Dro-entry flow is adequately 

represented, and when it can be assumed that the post exit flow does not affect 

the external forces on the configuration. The internal drag is defined in the 

manner of Ref.1 as the sum of the pre-entry and intrinsic drags, and must be 

obtained from a measurement of the change in the properties of the internslflow 

between free-stresm and the exit of the duct. The possibility of improving the 

accuracy of the measured internal dreg by designing the duct for a psrticular 

exit Mach number is excmined and illustrated by a simple example. 

Results are given for a 1/3Oth socle model of an early version of the 

B.+C./Sud "Concord " tested in the R.--Ii;. Bedford 8 ft. x 8 ft tunnel at N = 2.2. 

On a oonfigurotion such as "Ccncord", the nacelles can bc easily separated from 

the rest of the configuration, and the change in the ovcrallforccs due to the 

addition of the nacelles to the basic configuration OM be measUYd.' ThC drsg 

penalty, in psrticular, can be quoted as an "installation drag", a definition 

of this quantify is suggested end measured V&LU~S quoted**. 

Q&ytcmrd flow is the flow of fluid which passes through the duct, from froe- 
stream far ahead to a station far behind the model. _ 

**In the case cf "Concord", for which the mperimentnl technique described in 
this Report, was developed, the geometry is such that flowleavingthc nacelle 
could have some effect on the rear part of the fin and tail cone even at a mch 

number of 2.2; hoNever no sllmvances have been made for this effect 5.1 this 
Report. 
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2 FORCES ACTIKG ON 'LUE COXFLETE COKFIGWION 

A-discission on the definition of the xnternal and external drags af a 

ductcd body i‘s given in Ref;l. 

For the pre&nt investigation, internal drag is the sum of' the longitudinal 
forces aoting on the free bodaries'of the pm-entry 'stream tube (i'.e. pre-entry 

I&ag) and the surfties of the body, up to the-exit survey-plane, idtioh fire wetted 

by the internal flow (i.e. intrinsic drag). This defir,ition of internal drag is 

very similar to the standard internal drag as defined in P.ef.1. (The differences 

arise because the exit survey plane is just upstream of the duet exit, thus 

avoiding the d.dficul.ties associated with distin&uishing betvieen the internal., 

6ase and external flows in thk exit plane idelf; the int%rnal drag &de to that 

part of the duct between the exit flow SW&~ plane a&i the ddz'exit is 

kegleoted.‘) &-~y d5g ?lue to the internal flow dow&tream of the duct exit,plsne 

is neglected. 

The external drag ,is tha sum of the longitudinal forces acting on the free 

~boundsries of the pre-entry stream tube ax?d those parts of the body which sre 

netted by the external flow but excluding eny base area on the nacelles. Thus 

measured r+lts h&e to be correct% for'any base dreg of t<e nacelles on the 

tunnelconfi&raticn. 

Thus the,full scale ai?rsft drag cocffiolent is:- 

‘D 4 ase - ‘Dintem& ‘Dz 
at/ model 

where C 
D2 

is the drag coeffi%ient measured at a @iv& %f't coefficient 

and 
C"2f 

is the skin f&&ion <rag of that area of the complete conf'igura- 

ext tron which is v&ted by the external flow. 

Thiq airoraft extern-al drag is asscoiated %ith a thrust of the installed 

ergine whioh is defined as the Ohange of momentum and pressure forces from free- 

stresdtito nozzle-exit of the engine flow. Corqxtions have to be nade for the 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~.~...t~~::QQ~~~~li~~Y~~~~~~ad.~Q~..~~B;T~C,~~~~~ .:thS..iUt.&S, 11111111111111111. ..S.& . . . . CClti.3!!3%+%? :::;;;;;;;;;;;; 
drg, and t?ie'skin fqotzon'cf the wing-wetted by the pre-entry flop, and for eny 

base drag or losses due to incorreot ex&nsi.on of the ,jet. 

It Is often jdvsntageous to be able to assess-the penalties due to adding 

the nacelles tc.the basic-tirrp/bod,y corn&nation. In this cane &e define .+X-I 

installation drag as the difference b&Teen the external. ~rcssure drag of the 
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complete ccnflgwation (excluding base drag) and the pressure &ng of the con- 

figuration without nacelles at the same lift. If CD is the xind tunnel 
I 

mcaswenent of the drag coefflclent of the model without nacelles and CD is the 
2 

drag coeffioient at the same lfift of the mcdelwith nacelles and if the 3uffices 

"f" and "2" are used to identify the friction and pressure contributions respec- 

tively, then the installation drag coefficient CD cm be vntten OS 
inst 

where 

C ;c 
Din3t = \ D2 ext - "2 

ext 
) - 'Dip 

f 

'D2 = 
ext i 'D2 - 'I& > - CDinternal 

(2) 

(2a) 

'Dip = 'D, - cD;f (2b) 

then 

CDin3t 
= i(c,, - CD ) - CD -c 

1 3.nternal "p- &SC 

Equation (1) can then be written in the alternative form 

cD ii/c = icDlp + CDin3tlmodel * lDf,,, full 3calk 
\ 

* . (') 
\ I 

3 YCN!EWiiL DRAG ---- 

In terms of the momentum and pressure of the internd flow at the relevant 

flow stat.tlonn, the interx?d. drag (- Ok,) CM be written a3 

-0 = m v - 
i‘i 

p -*~+pev~cos2fJ 
: 

a.A an e m e e 

*e 

(6) 



me = 
J 

P, v, all (7) 

per small v&ues of $e, eqmtlon (6) reduces to 

(8) 

&Xf it is assumed that the stagnation temperature Tt is constant, equation (8) 

:czn be recast into the form (see Appendix A) 

iYhere 

(9) 

The problem of socumte evaluation of internal dreg by means of the original 

:eqx&ions (6) and (7) is aggravated by the requirement of two independent intc- 

grations of the relevant exit flou! properties, and also by the fact 'that the 

,differencc between these integrations is usually an order of magnitude less than 

.the integrations themselves. This problem as considerably reduced by using 

equations (9) and (IO), since the need for two separate integrations is ramoved. 

Physically, equation (9) is tie integration of the internal drag of each . 
individual stream tube of the interna?. flow. 

The variation of t!le function f,(Me) with exit Mach number, nhioh is shown 

in Pig.2, offers a further reduction of the problem of Axxnal drag measurement. 

This effect is illustrated in Fig.3, where the error in measured internal drag 

caused by an error in either measured exit static or exit pitot pressure is shown 

for a range of free-stream and exit Mach numbers. For this exsmple, a considerably 

simplified exit flow was considered vbbere the properties of the mnternal flow and 

errors in measurement of these properties do not vary in the exit flow surVeY 

plane. Strictly the informatxon in Pig.3 applies to the ease where the internal 
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flow pressure recovery at exit is unity; however, changes in the pressure 

recovery produce only small variations from the data presented. It is clear 
frcm Fig.j(a) that tnhe dust should be designed to have an exit !$<aoh number of 
unity to minimise the effect gf error in static pressure measurement for any 

free-stresm Mach numbor. Pig.J(b), on the other hand, shows that the desired 

exit Mach number vsries with free-stream Mach number if the effect of errors in 

pitot pressurs measurement ore to bc minimised.. Thus excepting the case of 

NW= 2.2 when the desired exit Mach number from both considerations is unity, 

some compromse is involved in choosing the "best" exit Mach number. 

Another interesting property of the function f,(M,) is that for a free- 

stream Mach number of 2.2, and a duct exit Mach number of 1.0, fi(lde) is very 

small; so that for a perfect. sonic duct exit the internal drag (equation (9)) 
depends only on the physical size of the exit and the oondtLtions in free-stream, 

both of which are rea&ly available. 

4 EXPERIMETJT;J, TECHPIQUES 

4.1 The flow inside the duct -- 

TWO different'types of ducts have been used in tests on a 9/3Oth scale 

model of a complete configuration of the B.A. C./Sud "Concord" in the 8 ft x 8 ft 

wind tunnel at RA.E. Bedford. The first type had simple internal geometry - 

the cross-sectional area of the duct was constant, and changes of duct section 

shape were minimised. For the second type, a more sophisticated internal geometry 
was designed, to produce the desired duct exit h!ach number - as defined in_ 

section 3. Tine inlets of both ducts were simplified and inlet compression ramps 
and boundary layer diverters, bleeds etc. were omitted. Thus the duct inlet 

flow, which included the boundary layer of that part of the model wetted by the 

pre-entry flow, did not pass through the intake shock geometry. 

4.1.1 j?he constant cross-sectioncal area duct 

The characteristics of this type of duct are very similcr to those of the 

straight parsllcl ducts with pitot inlets which are oonsidcred in Ref.2. The 

boundary layer growth inside the duct effeotively makes the duct convergent; so 

that for inlet hachnumbers above a critical value, at which the duct is just 

choked by the boundary layer growth, the flow inside the duct is supersonic. For 

inlet Mach numbers below this critical value, a complicated inlet shock wave 

pattern, associated with flow spillogc at the inlet is established. 
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4.1.2 The duct with choked exit 

It was noted in section 3, Prom A oonsideratiori of the function f,(Me), 

that for R free-stream Naoh number, M = 2.2, the required exit Maohinumber was 

approximately unity. Thus a duct des7gn'i.s required such that sonic conditions 
are obtained in the exit flow, and also such that the pro-entry flow is unaffected 

by the flow inside the duct. A convergent-divergent-convergent duot will give. 

these conditions; the flow inside such A duet is intended to go through the 

following stages (Fig&) 

(i) Supersonic isentropic compression to the first throat. 

(ii) Supersonic expansion to the normal shock. 

(iii) Subsonic diffusion to the beginning.of.the choking wedges. 

(iv) Subsonic aooeleration to the sonic throat. 

Since in praotioe there is a boundary layer on the walis of the duct, 
[this boundary layer is particularly thick on the wing surface, whioh.forms one 

of the duct wells) the classical single normal shook is replaced by a series of 

bifurcated normal shocks to fo.f?n a "oompression region". I (This type of flow is 

considered in some detail in Befs.3 and 4.) The length of this oompression region 

depends on the nature and-thickness of the boundary layer with which it interacts, 
and also on the incident Mach number. * c . 

The minimum Koch number obtainable at the first thro.at is associated with 

the maximum contraction -from inlet to first throat which will also allow the duct 

p- start. Simple considerations of continuity and normsl shook pressure recovery 

for the starting operation for a free-stream Mach number of hl ,5 2.8 (maximum 
.cbtainable in 8 ft x S ft-wind tunnel) indicate a m,aximum contraction ratio of 

1.36, thus for an inlet Maoh number Mi I 2.1 the Maoh number at the first throat 

;is hl $ 1.7. However, since the flow oonfig.lration during the starting operation 

,is not precisely known, a throat kaoh number of hl :: 1.S was selected as a 

practical minimum value. . - 
!Che.duot exit area is chosen suoh-thnt‘the oompr&sion region in the 

diffuser is just downstream of the first throat. Par this particular model, the 

duot-etidt size was obtained from a pilot experiment; however, simple one dimen- 

sional analysis of the flow botrfeen the frrst throat and the exit csn indicate 

an approximate value of this area. (Normal shook pressure recovery for the 

"compression region" can be assumed - see Refs. J and 4.) 

The smooth shape of the ductfloorbetween the inlet and the beginning of 

the choking wedges was designed so that severe adverse pressure gradients which 
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might have caused boundary layer separation in the contraction wore avoided, and 

so that the total divergence angle of the diffuser was approximately 5' (Refs.3 

and 4 indicate that thus angle could be~increased to 6' without pendtty.). The 

profile of the choking wedges was divided Into three sections; the initial 

straight l!n:: proflle gave' a tot31 donvergence angle of about 20Q, this was 

followed by a circular arc profile (radius G 8 x local duct height) and finally 
a further straight line profile which gave a parallel duct about $ inch long in 

the free-stream directIon with the model at the cruising attitude. 

The required duct exit flo;v'oonditions can also be obtained using a special 

case of the "con-di-con" duct - this is the divergent-convergent duct. The flow 

inside thx type cf duct is intended to go through ;he last three stages only of 

the sequence suggested for the "con-h-con" duct, and sin& there is no inltijl 

internal contraction the "di-con" duct does not have the starting problems , 

associated with the "con-G.-con" duct. The diffuser of the "&i-con" duct 

effectively begins at the duct inlet, but it IS essential that a duct exit area 

is chosen such that the compressicn region is kept well downstream of the intake 

(at least 2h, where h is the distance from tiie.inlot covrl 11p to the-local ming 

surface) so as to ovoid any possible interference with the pre-ontry flow. 

For this particular model, the length of the duct IS rather short (about 

IOh), and it was decided that the best solution to the problem of containing 

the compression region'm the available diffuser length was offered by the "con- 

di-oon" duct, which has the much shortor compression region associated with the 

lower incident Vach nun&or and lower loo&l duct "dxametor" of this type of duct. 

For configurations with -longer ducts than the present, the "di-con" duct may be 

the better type to choose. 

4.1.3 Comparison of the constant arer duct and the "con-di-con" duct 

The main advantages of the constant ‘sroa duct are the obvious simplicity 

of &sign and manufacture and the fact thnt sotxfaotcry supercritical flow CM 

be obtarned for a wide range of inlet Nach numbers. This contrasts with the 

"con-di-con" duct which requires careful design for each inlet condition in.order 

to obtain Just supercritlcal flow in the duct, although small voriations.in*inlet 

Maoh number (AM P 0.1) can'usually be eccommodated without producing either sub- 

critical flow or over-supcrcritical flrn - whioh aggravates further the problem 

of containing the compresslsn region in the dWfuser: 

The main advantages of the "con-di-Gon" duct are (i) an exit :&oh number _ 
CM be obtnlned such that the susceptlbllity of the measured internal .drag to 

errcrs in exit flmv maasuremcnt (Fzg.3) 1s minimised and (ii) tho pressure 
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d.istributions in tie exit flqw are smooth. J.JI contrast, the simpler duct 

usually produces an exit kch number far from this "optimum" value, and this 

disadvantage is magnified by the faot that exit flow measurement is made more 

'difficult by disturbances Nhgoh might originate in tho forward part of the duct 

due to non-uniform or misaligned inlet flew on+ are perpetuated to the flow 

measuring station at the exit. These effects are &ustrated in Fig.5 where 

typiaal pressure and Maoh number distributions aoross the centre line of the 

exit of eaoh type of duct are shown. 

Thus, when an accurate measurement of internal drag is of prime importanoe, 

the con-di-con duct is seen to be superxor to the oo,lstsnt area duet; it has, 

however, the disadvantage of a much smaller range of inletconditions for a 

fixed duct geometry. 

4.2 Details of tests --v 

Two comprehensive surveys of the naoelle exit flow wore made using (i) a 

sin&v statio pressure probe and (ii) a four tube pitot pressure rake. The 

rskes were mounted on a remotely controlled traversing arm whioh is shown in 

Fig.1. The movement of traversing arm (i.e. primary, seoondary and tertiary 

rotations, and fore and aft translation) was monitored so that the position of 

the arm in the exit flow was known; oontaot between the probe and the walls of 

the duct was indicated electrically. For a nacelle exit area of some three square 

inohes, about 50 static prossure, and about 120 pitot pressure measurements were 

-made in the "con-&i-con" duct; about 100 statio pressures and about 200 pitnt 

pressures wore necessary in the more complicated exit flow of the constant area 

allot. The pressure traverses were made in a plane parallel to the duct oxit 

plane and 0.25 inch upstream of the exit. 

The pressures' acting on the blunt base of the.naoelle were measured using 

static pressure orrfices in the base itself. Tne skin friction drag of the base 

was negligible. 

The overall forces acting on the basic and complete-configurations were 

measured with boundary layer trrulsition artificially fixed near the leading edges 

of the wings, 'near the nose of the body, and near the-leading edges of the _ 

naoelle cowl (for both internal and external flows) by means of a narrow band of 

distributed roughness*.% The models-were supported in the wind tuMe1 on a 

2$inohes diameter six component strain gauge balance and a 2.1 inches diameter 

rear sting. 

oAful1 discussion of this technique is given in Ref.5. 
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The experimental work necessary for the determination of the installation 

drag falls into five parts:- 

(i) Overall force test on the basic oonfiguration. 

(ii) Test on the complete configuration in xhioh the pressures on the 
base of the nacelle and on the walls of the duct were measured. 

(iii) Measurement of the static prossure distribution in the exit flow. 

(iv) Measurement of the pitot pressure distribution in the exit flow. 

(v) Overall foroe ineasurenent of the complete configuration. 

In the 8 ft x 8 ft wind tunnel at R .J..E. Bedford, this sequence can be 

completed 33 three "tunnel runs", with the last three parts being ooverzd in a 

single %un'. During the overall force measurement in the final run the 
traversing arm was retracted so that there was no possible interfereme from 

the probe on the flow over the model. 

4.3 __ Skin friotion 

The skin frioti"n drags of thpse parts of the mFe1 which are required in 

the evaluaticn of the installation drag were estimated using the curves of 

Ref.6 for the skin friotion on a flat plate in zero pressure gradient. 

5 _mE FXELLE INST~~Li~ION DR+ OF "CONCORD" 

The experimental and analytical taohniques outlined in the preceding 

seotlnns have been used in the analysis of the nacelle installation drag of the 

B.A.C./Sud "Concord" aircraft. 

In this particular case it was assued that the external skin friotlcn 
drag af the oonplete configuration excluding nacelles (i.e. the area r-in Fig.6) 

can be removed from each skin friotiqn drag term in equation (4). These become: 

(i.) the skin friction drag of the nacelle surface wetted by the external 

flow, 

(ii) the skin frlotion drag of those parts of the basic oonfzguration, 
Rich are not wetted by the cxterndl flew on the ccmplete configuration (i.e. the 

area B in Fig.6). 

Thus the expression for the installation drag becomes 

Dinst = (D2 - D,) - internal drag - base drag 

- skin friction drag of nacelle surfaoe wetted by external flow 

+ skin friction dreg aF area B on basic oonflguration 

. . . (II) 
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(FOP the IWCtnngdar box nacelle shape of the "Concord", a further simplification 

can be obtained sinoe the skin friction dreg of the nacelle lower surface is 

approximately equsl to the skin fricticn drag cf those parts of the basic con- 

figurrtion which are not wetted by pm-entry flow or external flow on the complete 

oonfiguration (i.e. the area C in Fig.6).) 

A specimen evaluation of the nacelle installation drag for one version af 

the "Concord" is presented in'Table 1 - the drag components have been expressed 

in the usual ooeff&cient form based on a referenoe wing area. The iustallstion 

drags quctcd are for the saw external cmfiguration, and whilst the difference 
between the vslues.is small, slightly more confidence can be plnoed in that 

cbtained from the configuration with the "cm-di-con" duct because of the reduo- 
tion in the errors which might arise frm the intcrnal.drag in this case. The 

tabulatedvalues also iilustrate the relative sizes of the terms.ihvolved in the 

evaluation of the instzllation drag. 

The intern&l drag of the constant area duct can be compared to the estimated 

internal skin friction drag - CD = 0.0016. It was assumed here that the 
f int 

Mach number at the edge of the‘i‘nternsl bo&m.y layer was M = 2.0 throughout, 

and that there was no loss of total pressure in the supersonic core of the 
internal flow. The good agree&ent here is remarkable in view of the crude assuinp- 

tions involved in obtaining the skin friction drag. 

The internal drag ofthe *con-di-con n duot oan be compared to that of a 

duct with a sonic~exit. In these citicunstanoes equation (9) reduces to: 

p, dir + p, A" . c (12) 

This expression is equivalent to that obtained-in Ref.7 (equation (6)) which was 

written as: 

where 

B = 
m 

(13) 

(14) 

P 
and 2 H is the nesn (area weighted) pressure recovery at the exit. 

00 
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For this duct (with sonic exit) CD = 0.0056 which is considerably greater 
mt 

than the mczsured value, due to the deviation from Me = 1.0 in the exit flow. 

The duct exit shape was intended tc produce a choked exit with near sonic 

Mach numbers and a conventional sonic line shape and position. However, the 

upstream compression region produces very thick boundary layers in the diffuser 

md non-linear conditions in the "settling chamber" ahead of the contraction, 

which gives a flow which differs from that normally encountered at the geometric 

throat of a choked exit. 

6 CONCLUDING REEUKS 

The internal. drag of a duotcd configuration has been ccnsidered in some 

detail, and methods for designing the duct shape have been proposed so that the 

accuracy of ian indirect measurement of this internal drag can be improved. 

The experimental technlqucs used for mcasurlng the internal and external. 

drags of ducted models of a configuration of the B+.C./Sud Concord aircraft In 

the 8 ft x 8 ft wind tunnel at RAE. Bedford have been desombed. Results 

from two methods of internal drag measurement have been compared. 
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In Ref.1 the i&rnal dreg cf a duotea mstallation is given 8s: 

.Qsn = mp’.. 00 
/ 

p 
a 

- p, + p, v,” cos2 fie cli, ‘(Al) 
. 

L 
e 

when $e is small, this elrpression can be approximated to: 

NON 

(di.2) 

(A.3) 

thwefore 

-ssn = P, v, v, d- - P e - ?, + p e 
(L.4) 

. . e "-e 

i 

v 2co = y p, bl - aL - eV i pe - P, + Y P, Me2 aJ& (IL.51 
A e 

e IL 
e 

If we assum that the total tezperatwe Tt is constant, then a* is constant. 

i.e. 

where 

- Qsn = I p, f,(MJ d: + p, :.e (ii.6) 

1. e 

2 f-P/a,) 
f&v,) = ry EAc / '(d 

c 
. 

L *e 1 
- (1 + y MZ) 

3 
(L. 9) 
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Table 1 

SPECIMEX KXXLLE INSTALLATION DRX KV&UATION 

(Cornnon cxtcrnal confY.guration) 

I CL = 0.1 M =2.2 x ,06/ft c.2 

Duct shape Const‘ant area "Con-ai-con" 
dust duct I 

cD -c 0.00415 0.00560 
complete config. % x-d.0 config. 

Internel tag 0.00165 0.00316 

0.00250 0.0024Jt 

Base drag 0.00139 0.00130 

0.00111 o.OO114 

Skin friction drag of nacelle 
surface wetted by external flow 0.00097 0.00091 

Skin friction drag of area B on 
basic oonflguration 

, Instdlation drag 
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D 

D1 

D2 
D inst 
P 
P . 
H 

A 

- Osn 
In 
v I 

P 

@ 

M 

R 

a* 

Tt 

cD 

% 

9 
s 
h 

Subscripts 

00 

i 

e 

1 

2 

P 
f 

a/c 
ext 

int 

~YXBOLS 

bag 
drng of basic codiguration 

drag of complete configurntion 

installation drsg 
static pre&ure 

pitot pressure 

. tdxi1 pressure 
area 

internal. drag 
moss flow 

velcoity - 

density 
.angle between local. flovr direoticn and free-strenn 

MQCh number 

Reynolds nmber 
orrtical speed cf sound 

tdzsl tempereture 
D drag~ooeffic~ent = -̂  

. . %os 
L .lift coeffioient = - 

qcus 
dynamic pressure 

wing roferenoe area 
clistsrioe from duct inlet cowl lip to 1cos.l wing surface 

conditions in free-stream 
oonilitiors at &uot inlet 

oonditions at internal flow measuring statum 0.25 inoh upstream 

of duct exit 
refers to basic configuration 

refers t3 oouzplete oonfiguration 

as in Dp idioates pressure drag 

ss in Dr indicates skin friotion drag 

ns in D 
40 

irdicates aircraf3 dreg 
refers tn external flow 

refers to interrd flow 
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FIG6a POSITION OF THE NACELLE ON THE WING 

LOWER SURFACE OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATION 

FIG6 b REGIONS OF THE WING LOWER SURFACE OF 
THE BASIC CONFIGURATION AS DEFINED IN SECTION 5 

for Be7 Majesty’s Stationery Offwo by 
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NIWtNAL DRAG OF AIR BRE&MINO 

IEBTALUTIUdS ON SENDER WING-BODY ~5INATIONS AT 
.C?.FERTJNIC S%EDS 

533.697 : 
33.6.013.12 : 
533.695.9 : 
533.6515.12 : 
g3.6.011.5 

A.R.C. C.P. No.914 
December 1965 
Brltton J W. 
NlXSORd~ OF ‘“,E INRXNAL DRAO OF AIR BKZATHltXi 
INETALUTIONS ON -ER WING-BODY C‘WBINATICXS AT 
suPEILsc(I1c eEzra 

533.697 : 
533.6.013.12 I 

33.695.9 I 
533.695.12 : 
a3.6.011.5 

Tl’a Pr0bl.a af dellnlng and respring lntewal dlag or thrust or a ducted TM pFOblem of deflnlng and msasurlng lntermz.1 dxv.B or tlpust 01 a ducted 

body IS dlscused, and co”vc”le”t metnods 01 mtas,~mmt BR proposed. The body 1s dlsc”sscd, and cawenlent mtlDdS of ocp slnwmnt are pl-opnsd. m 

acC=recY or the lntemul drag mcasu-emcnt IS consldcnd. and the poSSlb,l,ty accuracy of the internal drag mca~,wx”t 1s considered, and tlr posslblllty 
of improving this accuracy by means or duct design is lllustratcd. ol imp~~vlng this SCQII‘BCY by means 01 duct design IS illustrated. 

A” account IS ,zlpan of the clperlnrntel technlquCS for mCa~“rlng tM 
lntem~l and extcrral drags of ductad models which BR used In t2r 
8 It X 8 It wind tWUle1 St R.A.E. Bedford. 

A&C. C.P. No.Vl4 
December ,%5 
Rrltton. J. W. 
I LGUWllEW OF TOE INRXML DRAD OF AIR BRUATHINO 

s3.697 t 
533.6.013.12 t 
93.659 : 

INSTAUATIONS ON SLENDER WING-BODY CONBINATICNS AT 533.695.12 : 
supFfxN1c =uz:Ds s3.6.011.5 

Th? problem ol deflnl”A and wazarlng lntem1 drag or tb,wst 01 a ductcd 
body 1s discussed, and mnvenlent methods of mCaSure~~“t are pmposd. Tb+ 
BCc”r-ay of Che lnte”!al drag mCSS”reme”t 15 consldelrd, and the posslblllty 
or lmpnwlne this accur-~cy by meaw of duct design 1s lllust~tcd. 

An BCC0m is glnn Or tb C+SriD?ntsl &htIiqUCS r0r 5%%~ing tM 
lntenml and extem~l dn~gs of ducted models tiich an used In the 
8 It X 8 It wind tuMe1 St R.A.E. Bedford. 
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